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On the applicability of urban canopy parameterization 
in building grey zone
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Ø Growing interests in high-resolution NWP for cities

Ø uSINGV, 300m resolution

Introduction
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Ø Urban modelling is mainly handled by urban canopy parameterizations (UCPs) in NWP

o Convert complex urban surfaces to simple 2-D repeating canyon units (Oke, 1987) 

Ø Grey zone problems of using UCPs in sub-km scales

1. Turbulence grey zone (Wyngaard, 2004)

2. Building grey zone (Barlow et al., BAMS, 2017)

At sub-kms with strong surface heterogeneity, 
buildings should be resolved (not modelled)

à Validity of the UCPs in high-resolution models
is questionable

Introduction
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Ø UCPs were developed for meso-scale models

o Convert complex urban surfaces to simple 2-D repeating canyon units (Oke, 1987) 
o Assumptions in the UCP development (Masson, TEB model, 2000)

à Buildings have the same height and width 

à Canyon orientation is ignored and is infinitely long 

à Sufficient amount of buildings 

Ø At what scale the homogeneity holds?

o > 250 m in general (Oke et al., 2017)

o 500 m – 4 km for London city (Padhra, 2010)

Ø Research questions to be answered

o How to quantify the scale at which the homogeneity holds?

o How model would behave if the UCP is used when the assumptions are not satisfied?

Urban surface representation
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Homogeneity



Ø Numerical experiments in Singapore region

Ø uSINGV with MORUSES – the urban version NWP in Singapore 

Ø Fixed model grid at 300 m resolution, but urban morphologies
are represented by urban grids at different resolutions
o Fixed model grid à consistent dynamics

o Different urban grids à allow UCPs at different scales

o Urban grids need to be re-mapped to the same resolution 
of the morel grid

Ø Simulations at a no-rain day in Singapore

à A no-rain day: to avoid complications due to precipitations

Method 
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Model grid in 300m

Urban grids in 300m

Or other resolu. 



𝜆! at different resolutions

S1: industrial S2: CBD
S3: low-rise resid.      S4: mixed com. & resid.
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𝜆! = ⁄𝐴" 𝐴#

plan area ratio

Saturation à homogeneity

Case name Model grid
resolution

Urban morphology/urban-grid
resolution

1 300 m 300 m (Heterogeneity)
2 300 m 1500 m (Transition)
3 300 m 2700 m (Homogeneity)



Near-surface wind and temperature across SG
at LT 14:00
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Up to 1.0 m/s difference in the 
horizontal wind

Up to 0.5 K difference in the near 
surface temperature

(Max. friction velocity ~ 1.5 m/s)

(non-dimensional surface-layer 
temperature scale < 0.1 K)



Selected representative locations
- Urban morphology parameters in different resolutions

S1: industrial
S2: CBD
S3: low-rise resid.      
S4: mixed com. & resid.

S1: industrial S2: CBD

S3: low-rise resid. S4: mixed com. & resid.
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Near surface wind at selected locations

S3: low-rise resid. S4: mixed com. & resid.

S1: industrial S2: CBD
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Near surface temperature at selected locations

S3: 
low-rise 
resid.

S4: 
com. & 
resid.

S1: 
indus.

S2: 
CBD
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Boundary layer profile at industrial area S1
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Similar boundary layer depth 
with differences in the night and 

afternoon

Differences in vertical velocity



Ø How to quantify the scale at which the homogeneity holds?

o To evaluate the urban morphology parameters (e.g. 𝜆! ) at different urban grid scales. 

o Saturation of 𝜆! across scales à the homogeneity

Ø How model would behave if the UCP is used when the assumptions is not satisfied?

o From comparisons between the 300 m results (heterogeneity) and 2700 m results (homogeneity)

à Up to 1.0 m/s and 0.5 K differences in the near-surface wind and temperature across SG

• Friction velocity ~ 1.5 m/s and surface temperature scale ~ 0.1 K

à Above the surface, the boundary layer is also affected. 

• Boundary layer depth difference in the afternoon

• Different vertical velocity profiles

Concluding remarks
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